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0. Introduction. It is a widely held view among linguists

and paycholinguists that the phonology of a child's speech at any

ilage during the acquisition process is structured.
2

Such structure,

however, has not been well documented in the past. This paper

is an attempt to find and present the phonological structure of

three children at age two.

One approach is an analysis of substitutions, or bets of cor-

respondences between the child's renditions and the utterances of

the adult model. Such an approach is able to reveal much inl'ormation

about phonetic structure, distribution, and particular problems

which the child is encountering and overcoming at the moment.

Another is a phonological analysis, potentially more revealing of

structure, but encompassing many more theoretical problems. To be

most useful, the resultant phonology should fit into a series of

phonologies, each of which describes an independent stage with

segmental and rule structure, and the totality of which presents a

unified picture of the development of segmental and rule structure

from the post-babbling stage to the full mastery of Englisp phonology.3

(Note that such a developmental sequence may not be uni-dimensional

in detail, in the sense that the child may attempt to work with

incorrect hypotheses which are later rejected, or may regress at

times.)

The first of these two approaches is parallel to the linguistic

study of borrowing. The types of changes a Child makes in *borrowing"

words from the language of the environment are as revealing of the

borrower's phonological structure as are the changes language X
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imposes on the borrowed words of larguage Y. Likewise, a series of

phonologies covering a period of several years in the life of a

particular child can be treated as a special case of the study of

internal diachronic history.

The writing of a phonology for a child's sreech is especially

problematic because there are no existent theories which can be

directly applied. Certainly we do not want to attribute to the very

young child the complicated rule structure which generative phonology
4

employs to describe mature speech; the vocabulary of a two-year-old,

for exanple presents little if any of the morphological evidence which

would justify such &solution. Likewise, bi-unique autonomous phon-

ology
5
is not only inadequate for the description of data of this

type (which is highly variant and is produced under linguistically

unusual set of articulatory constraints), but may obscure much of

the structure we are trying to reveal. Consider the typical require-

ment of such a theory that no two phonemes may both have an identical

phone as an allophone. Such a requirement apparently led Ruth Weir

(1962) to the conclusion that her son had no /0/ in his sttucture

because every word in which (0) occured had a variant pronunciation

vith either (f) or (t), and therefore the phonemicimation of such

words must include either /f/ or /t/. This solution is only a

partial satisfaction of the requirement anyway, as tie dental spirant

is an allophone of tvo phonemes, and it obscures the fact that those

(and only those) words in which the child has such alternations

happen to have as their model from the adult language words vith /0/
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and not with /f/ or /t/.
6

Since the value of phonologies of children's speech lies

in their display of the progression of structure, new methods of

phonological analysis and mwevaluation criteria will have to be

developed. The procedures of the present study are somewhat ad hoc

and atheoretical; work during the coming years should produce more

information about the required methods and criteria.

1. Mackie. The data for the first child are taken from the

corpus in Albright and Albright (1956). The corpus consists of 232

utterances transcribed in a notation which seems to be a hybrid

of Smith-Trager ponemic notation for English and IPA. The child,

whom ye will call NWckie, was 26 months old at the time of recording;

he was the older of two nale children. Parents and child are native

speakers of English.

Although the form of transcription chosen obscures much of the

relevent information about Mackie's vowel system, it reveals a

sufficient amount of information about the consonants to allow

substitution analysis (see Table 1).

In general, coesonants are less stable in final position than

either initially or medially. Omissions occur in final position

comparativelyoften, while in initiLl and medial positions sUbstitutions

are made frequently and onissions are rare. For example, Table 2

shows the percentages of correct correspondances, incorrect substit-

utions, and omissions totaled over all stop consonants.

If ve think of the English consonant system as consisting of

2 4 phonemes, then Weide has substantially acquired 19 of them, is
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in the process of acquiring three (/v/, /z/, and /6/), and is missing

two (/i/ and /W. 'The absence of./0/ from the inventory is real:

there are three potential.exemples, and Mackie substitutes other

consonants in two of those instances. On the other hand, the absence

of /I/ is an accidental gap in the corpus; it is not clear whether

Mackie is able to pronounce [i] correctly, or whether he would omit

it or substitute other pones for it.

According to the data cnmpiled by Wang and Crawford (1960),

/e/ and /I/ are by Dir the least frequent consonant phonemes in English.

This fact may account for the relative infrequency of opportunity for

Mackie to display his competence in the pronunciation of either

phoneme; but.relative frequency of occurance in adult speech plays

no more than a minor role, if any at all, in predicting the order

in vhich a child will acquire phonemes. Such a conclusion is obvious

if ve examine the relative frequencies of adult spirantal phonemes.

The average data for the ten studies discussed by Wang and Crawford

are: /s/ 1.02, /6/ 4.76, /z/ 3.57, /If/ 2.88, /f/ 2.75, /11/ 2.03,

/0/ 0.88, and /I/ 0.81. (It should be noted that affricates were

counted as chisters in that study, and so the figures for the shib-

ilants are somewhat higher than they might' otherwise be.) When ve

compare Mackia's ability to pronounce spirants, vhich vill be

discur.ed subsequently, ve have a totally different picture: he has

learned /2/, /f/, and /IR is in the process of acquiring /z/, /14,

and /6/; and has not learned /e/. (As mentioned above, tge statup

of /I/ is questionable.) the fact that Mackie has learned /f/ and

/I/ but not the highez-frequency /6/, /z/, and /v/ indicates that the
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relative frequency in adult speech bears little relation to the order

of acquisition of consonant phonemes.

Of the 19 consonant% which have been acquired, only three are

distributionally defectiv,_ /I/ and /3/ occur initially only, and /z/

occurs only medially and finally. That is to say, there are no

potential examples in the corpus to illustrate vhat would happen to

these phonemes in the miasing positions.

1.1. The child's stop consonants are fairly regular in their

correspondence to those of the adult model. Almost all of the very

few fluctuations vhich do occur involve the snbstitution of another

stop consonant for the appropriate one. In initial position, hovever,

there are several substitutions of either [t] or 0] for adult /d/.

These aise primarily assimilations of voicelessness or manner of

articulation to the initial consonant of the preceding syllable.

Such assimilations of initial consonants occur across and including

up to four syllables. The-large number of oaissions of /d/ inter-

vocalically is accounted 'for primarily by instances of the vord

"daddy", the pronunciation of vhich is probably a residue of an

earlier stage (see footnote of Table 2). All of the stop consonants

are established in final position except for /b/, vhich seems still

to be in flux.

Nasals are quite stable in all positions: in the entire corpus,

only four fluctuations involve loss of nasality, and only five

involve incorrect pLace of articulation. Pre-vocalic /h/, /v/, and

/y/9 Alb well as the affricates - /1/ and /3/ - are also stable.
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/1/ and /r/ are fairly stable; both are omitted quite often

in final position. Just as folklore would predict, [w] is the most

frequent incorrect substitution for both of them.

1.2. Mackie is still, apparently, in the process of mastering

the spirantal consonants, and they are therefore the most interesting

aspect of this corpus. /s/ is the only spirant for which there is

evidence of complete mastery; it occurs frequently in all positions

and there are no substitutions for it in any of those positions. In

comparison, /s/ is not yet stable: its articulation is the same as

that of Is, but only about one half of its total number of occurances

are correctly voiced.

The consonant pair 101-161 presents a considerably different

picture. The voiceless dental spirant has not yet entered the inventory;

out of three possible occurances, recorded are one (t), one [a], and

one [0]. /6/, on the other hand, has entered, although marginally.

It is recorded 11 times, but Ed) sUbstitutes for it an additional 96

times. The lack of phonetic data precludes any definitive explanation

of what is happening, but:I would Opothesize that both Ed) and [6] are

articulated with the flat front of the blade of the tongue, rather

than with the tongue-tip, and thus the two consonants have identical

place of articulatioli.. Thus Mackie's problem with f6/ is that he

has not yet acquired the feature of continuance for this consonant.

Labiodental /f/ is fairly stable, being pronounced correctly

a total of 19 times out of a potential 23, while /v/ is still certainly

marginal. Out of eight ptential occurances, only one is recorded as

[v]. Of the others, five substitutions are stop consonants, indicating
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that nanner of articulation is problematic here; tvo are voiceless;

and six locate the place of articulation incorrectly.

'

1.3. Mackie has mastered the distinctive features
8

[thigh] end

(±anterior] which distinguish the velar stops ([+high, -ant]) from

the labials and dtntals ([ -high, +ant]). Insofar as these features

extena into his spirant system, they are utilized: [8] ([ -high, +ant])

is never confused with [1] ((+high, -ant]). The feature [t coronal]

has also been mastered, as, with only one exception ([-d] substituting

fOr [ -11) [slow] never is confused vith [-Kcor]. StriCency has

not been yell -learned II a feature. The [+strid] [f] is not conAised

with [-strid] (p), but [+strid] [v] is confused with [b], [d], and

[p], all of vhich are :-strid]. Both [t] U-strid)) and [s] ([+strid])

sUbstitute for [0] (i-strid]). At this stage, then, place of articulation

is a problem for Mackie only with respect to [v], but not vith resrect

to [f] or any other gpirant.

- The feature [tvoice] is handled correctly for all stop consonants;

thus ve might conclude that Mackie has learned thic feature. He

never substitutes a voiced consonant for any of the four vpiceless

spirants; he very rarely substitutes a voiceless consonant for /v/

or /IV; but he frequently substitutes [8] for /z/.

For the pairs [p]:[f], [t]:[s], and [d]:[z], the feature

[t coot] has been learned; for the pairs [b]:[v], [t]:[0], and [d]:[6]

the feature is "coming in" in the following skewed way: the spirants

never substitute for the stcps, but the stops often substitute for

spirants.

Thus ve see that for the three consonants which Mackie is
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acquiring, the acquisition process is approached in entirely different

ysIs. Mackie has essentially learned all of the distinctive features

relevent to the correct production of /f/, /v/, /s/, /z/, /0/, and

/6/. Yet only tvo of these six are integrated into his system yell

enough to be specified as "learned". The situation sugests that

.the learning of distinctive features R2E:se is not a primary goal

of Nackie's linguistic practice at this time. Once learned, then,

a feature does not necessarily spread rapidly throughout the system

to all relevant segments.

1.4. There are only a fev generalisations vhich can be made

about sUbstitution behavior in consonant clusters. Stop consonants

are often preserved in clusters, except in the medial or final

cluster /ts/,vhere usually only /a/ is preserved. /f/ and /a/ are

also retained, and [i] and Es] occur equalli for /s/. When /1/ and

are not preserved, [y] is frequently substituted for both. In

clusters vhere /y/ should occur, ha:ever, it is often drapped, except

after /h/.

2. Hildegard. The second set of data is a complete vocabulary

of about 200 words for Hildegard Leopold at age 2, reported in

Leopold (1939, vol. 1). Hildegard heard both English and German spoken

at home, but her phonetic development seems to be only very slieltly

affected by the latter language, possibly because it vas her mother

vho spoke English.

2.1. Hildegard's vowel systes consists of 12 phonemes. One

(Am/) is marginal, as it occurs in only one vord (Nags) 'grandpa99;
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the other .1 are stable, and occur in simple nuclei as well as in

coMbination to form long vowels, diphthongs, or both. Table 3

shows the distribution of Hildegard's vowels and Table 4 gives examples

from her vocabulary. Although Hildegard certainly does not have

examples in her speech of diphthongs and long vovels vhich vould fill

all cubicles of and 11-by-11 matrix, she is obviously experimenting

beyond the model which English provides. For example, although

English makes no use of vowel length, Hildegard does: compare

mud10.
(wok) and (vo:k); ibu), (nu), and In addition, there are

several diphthongs in Table 4 which do not occur in the adult model;

especially note OA (Ea), (ea), (oi), and (0). In other words,

Hildegard is usin& her ability to combine two vowel qualities into

a diphthong as a productive process 1:z. which she mg. construct nev

vords with complex vowel nuclei not present in standard English.

2.2. Hildegard has 15 consonant phonemes
11

(see Table 5).

In initial position all 15 phonemes are needed to account for the

15 phones which occur. In medial position there are 16 phonetic

"contrasts" but only 10 of the phonemes are needed to describe the

situation. In other woras, medial position is the location of maximal

phonetic ensrimentation while initial position, is the location of

maximal contrast and stability.

Almost all of tilie rules which describe the variation occuring

in medial position actuelly describe a situation of syllable redup-

lication. Despite the complexity of such ruies,they seem to be signif-

icant in Hildegard's speech development at the moment for a variety

of reasons. (1) Hildegard does not reduplicate syllebles of neces-
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sity, as the majority of her tvo-syllable words are not reduplications.

(2) At least one rule, that for /j/,*does not apply strictly to redup-

.licated forms but ii rather more general (and perhaps never). Thus

it applies to such words as (baja] and (n3j0.10 as vell as to Dojo].

(3) Although the gionemes /t/ and /d/ do not occur in the distribution

-d-/[dVi Vi]; -t-

their actual distribution gives evidence that they may have once

occured so but have sLnce expanded. (And indeed the dental stop

phonemes would not be an unreasonable place for innovation to begin.)

Thus ve do find R3d:0], [dada], (dotil, (dita], and (titi), none of

vhich violate the above rule, but also [dadi], which does. And there

are no forms [kVikVi] or (pVipVi] parallel to (titi].

In final position, only voiceless phones occur. (Final /n/

is simply a notational vay of accounting for Hildegard's final nasal

vowels.) Where Hildegard has a voicing contrast phonemically in

final position, it is manifested as an aspiration-non-aspiration

contrast.

(Because of the unattainability of the Leopold volumes, Table

6 contains the complete vocabulary vith phonemic and phonetic trans-

cription.)

3. Erica.- The third analysis is based on a corpus vhich I

collected on Au.sgut 5, 1968. The longest utterance of the 526 in

the sample is 9 morphemes; the average sentence length is three

morphemes. The chil?!: Erica, was two years and 12 days old. Her

parents speak standard General imericaa English, but she hears

additional dialects (and several other languages) spoken by other



adults in the neighborhood.

3.1. Many ad"ts who have considerable contact with Erica

have independently reported to me the fact that her speech sounds

.to them amazingly cofrect. It is difficult to completely reconcile

such inpressions with the fact that Erica's speech falls short of

being "correct" in a great many respects. TVo contributing factors

may be 'her mastery of the English vowel system and her control over

intonation contours. Although in a few tokens her vowels are different

phonemically from the expected, she has learned the complete vowel

system, including glides, and uses it correctly a large percentage

of the time, even Smiley words. Her sentence contours are those of

the adult language; in initation situations she is able to produce

fundamental frequency contours which look very much like those of her

mother although her pitch peaks are consistently higher. In free

speech, Erica's average syllable duration is considerably longer than

that of her mothers but when she imitates (2-, 3-, and 4-syllable

phrases) her total syllable duration is quite close to that of her

mother, and in one sample differed only by 2 ms.

e
A phonological analysis of Erica's speech reveals a system

very close to the adult model in structure but different in small

detail: there are slightly different restrictions on co-occurence

and allophonic distribution. Almost all of her pronunciation problems

remain within the consonant system.

A phonological rule which seems to be typical of many children

is also shared by,Erica, although it seems to be an optional rule

in her speech: that of dropping an ihtial zero-stress syllable



before a subsequent ope-stress syllable.12 This rule is utilized

for ten tokens and ignored for another eight, so that we hove side

by side suoh exaMples as (tbithu.] 'potato', EV/14415] 'PeJamal's

(24.9dtpti] 'tomatoes', (ninths] 'banana'; and (hdl blnine] 'whole banana',

(e)41] 'wee, [elf.i.sq9] 'El Paso'. As further evidence that this

situation reflects a stress rule, and is not due to word length alone,

it should be.noted that none of the words which occur without the first

syllable which the model shows are more than three syllables in length,

while Erica has other words in her own speech of up to five syllables.

3.2. trice has almost completely mastered the stop consonants

and nasals. (Vowels are redundantly, and correctly, nasalized between

nasalized consonants.) Voicing-is incompletely learned for the stop

consonants; however, where a voiceless consonant is substituted for the

corresponding voiced one, it is often not of quite the same quality

as the usual voiceless counterpart. There seems, in fact, to be some

range of "quality" which she uses more consistently than voicing to

distinguish in her own speech the voiced and voiceless stops of the

adult model., It is difficult to describe the exact physical nature

of this contrast, although it might be labelled subjectively a tense-

lax distinction. Aspiration is a freely occuring feature with all stop

consonants, although it occurs most frequently by far with the voiceless
;

"tense" stops. There seems to be only one environment, in fact, in

which &ice consistently does not aspirate stops: where the adult model

would have a cluster of /s/ plusstop, Erica always has simply an unasp-

13
crated stop without an /s/. For example, [kmaJ] 'square', [adi.]



'study', (d0.0 'store', [t=akh) 'stack'.

Place of articulation has,been learned for stops also, but there

are a few words, apparently a residue from an arlier stage, in whtch

stops occur with incorrect place of articulation. For example, "dog"

and "duck" are imitated correctly, but in free speech both words begin

with [g]; "gog" and "guck".

Like Mackie, Erica is having difficulty with fricatives. The

problem seems to be me of motor control. Except for the bilabials,

all fricatives suffer from Xrica's inability to maintain her articulators

in s4ch a finely adjusted position as is required. As a result, fric-

atives are either too open or too closed -- in the latter case, becoming

affricated. It is the same process that converts many of her /ll's

to a W-like quality.

/s/ and /Itare rarely affricated, and are almost always too open.

Both are "blade", not "groove", spirants. The place of articulation

for /;/ is always correct, but /s/ varies along a continuum from dental

to palato-alveolar. Thus it seems that the blade articulation and the

more central position of contact are more neuzral in some sense.

[i] occurs initially as a substitute for adult [i] in a few tokens;

and Erica is able to imitate [t] in non sense syllables. But there

are no examples in her free speech vhere the adult phoneme Pi/ would be

expected. Erica has exactly the same articulatory problems with /z/

as with /s/, but also the additional problem of voicing, which is a

freely variant feature for this consonant.

/f/ is vell-established but /v/ is not. Initially, /v/ is a

voiced bilabial. stop. Final4 it is a voiceless fricative. Medially
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it covers a larger range, although it is alvekys characterized by voicing

and the participation of at least one lip in the articulation; the manner

of articulation cover4"the range from pure stop to pure fricative,

encompassing some intimediate positions.

But the most interesting aspect of Erica's acquisition of fricatives

fs that of /0/ and /6/. Where /6/ should occur initially, (d] occurs

about half of "the time, and the consonant is omitted completely the

other half of the time. Medially, the same situation obtains, except

in the following environments: after any nasal consonant (including

both velars and dentals), after a nasalized vowel, and after a dental

stop consonant. In these psitions, /6/-is pronounced correctly as [6].

In fact, in one vord which is not nasalized in the adult model, Erica

added nasalization to the vovel preceding the correctly-pronounced

/b/. This particular subsystem is an instance of a phonological structure

employed by a child which is quite unusual by the.standards of the adult

model. This fact suggests that the study of child phonology may be

able to contribute to the theory of phonological universals by calling

our attention to unusual phonological situations vhich may not occur

in full hatural languages but which the human mind seema to be programmed

to cope lath.

4. Summary. For many decades those interested in the acquisition

of phonologi collected data about the order in vhich different children

acquired phones or phonemes; and the comparison of such data caused

despair, as almost no tvo children acquired such units in the same order,

and no patterns could be found.

In 1941 the study of child phonology took a great leap forward

as Jakobson's highly significant'work iaegrating the studies of phon-
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ology acquisition, sound change, and aphasia switched the emphasis

from units of sound to distinctive features. Although sUbsequent workers

have found that sole Of Jakobson's proposals concerning the order of

acquisiton of distinctive features are inaccurate, and others are not

explicit enough to be tested, the framework vas then available for many

of the regularities of phonology acquisition to be discussed. It is

interesting and significant that despite the considerable changes and

advances in the theory of distinctive features, and the long-standing

knowledge that Jakobson's theory is not completely accurate, no advances

in the theory of phonology acquisition have been made.

Just as a theory based only on segmental units cannot explain

vhat happens when a child learns to pronounce his language correctly,

so also a theory based on only distinctive features cannot in isolation

explain this process adequately. The data given in this paper exemplify

some instances Of the learning of features: e.g., within the stop

co:Isonant system those featurer which distinguish places of articulation

have been learned. This same small set of data also exemplifies

the learning of individual phonemes as just that; examples are easily

to be found loom the df.scussions of fricatives. In addition, we find

that the child learns some phonemic or feature contrasts in a differential

way which nay be related to the universal constraints described by

.marking conventions.
14

For example, ye may refer to Mackie's skeve4

learning of the contrast described by the feature,of continuance; he

has clearly learned thc unmarked value of the feature but is still

acquiring the marked value. The same situation is impossible to explain

logically vith a theory vtich describes the acquisition process as one

-- 11111 _ -



of successive splits, implying that the minus and plus values of a feature

are learned concurrently.

EVen with a vocabulary of fewer than 200 words, Hildegard already

has an incipient rule itrucrxre: and even though that rule structure

bears little resemblance to the one which she vill develop during the

ensuing five or so years, it may be viewed as a reflection of the child's

ability to handle rules in phonology and perhaps even the predetermined

capacity to process phonological information in a rule4tructured

way. Erica's unique rule determining the distribution of

/6/ indicates that we may find-very little uniformity among children

along thcir respective paths from babbling (with no rule structure)

to mastery of their languages (with almost-complete rale structures).

Further research may show that there is a finite although large set of

possible 'vie forms which the thild may attempt to incorporate into

sound systems, and such knowledge will contribute greatly to our notion

of "possible phonological rule".

'I have tried to show in this paper that the child does not

adopt one integrated strategy for coping with several unique facets

of the same situation. %Despite the stability of a relevent feature

in other parts of his vocal system, the child may encounter considerable

difficulty in transferring that feature to a new segment. The roots

of this problem may lie in articulation, as the motor control necessary

for speech is far more exacting than that required for any other activity

the two-year-old dhild encounters or attempts. Returning to the example

of Anthony Weir's speech given in the,introduction, the distributional

evidence leaves no doubt that the consonant segment /0/ is part of his
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competence; performance is being inhibited by articulatory interference.

A new theory of phonology acquisition must incorporate the contri-

butions of segmentaWdistinctive feature, and rule structures; of

articulatory, perceptval, and kinesthetic prOblems; and of universal

.phonological phenamens4 which may "emerge" at various pre-determined
;11

rues, in comparison vith language-idiosyncratic phenomena, vhich are

teamed at specific times. It must be able to account for such diverse

facts as the earkv acquisition of the nasal consonants vs. the late

acquisition of mcet voiced fricatives, and the early production of (s)

and [f] vs. the late production of RI], and the relatively early stability

of the incredibly complex system of vocalic segments which English presents

to the learning child.

footnotes

1. Ihis paper was supported in part by the American Council of Learned

Societies and the Social Science Research Council. I am indebted to

Charles A. Ferguson and William S.-Y. Wang for helpful discussions of

the ideas contained in this paper, 'which is a slightly expanded version

of a paper presented at the Linguistic Society of America, Decelber 29,

1968.
2. see, for examile, Jakobson,(19)e1).

3. see Ferguson (1968) 13r an example of this longitudinal approach,

as yell as one of model-and-replica (= analysis of substitutions).

h. Chomsky and Halle (1968).
5. see, for example, Bloch (1948), esp. section 54.3.

6. for other relevent arguments, see Braine (forthcoming), esp. section 1.1.

7. It should especially be noted that this seems to be the oaf vticed-

voiceless spirant 'Air of which the voiced phoneme is learned first.

8. Chomsky and Halle (1968).

9. This is also the only vord in which Ay/ octursm but the decision.to label
one and not the other of the tworphones L01 and, umj a phoneme would

have to be arbitrary.
10. In a few words, Hildegard vould seem to have "triple" vowels. These

are considered here to consist phonetically of a long vowel and a short

one separated by a syllable boundary of some sort. EXamples are (tad)

'alley', (da.il 'candy', (da.1 ) 'dolly', (4.1) 'Joey', (nD.i) 'naughty'.

U. /0/ is actually marginal -- see footnote 9.

12. Chomsky and Halle (1968).

13. This phenomenon vas first noticed by W. W. Gage and is reported in

Braine (forthcoming).
14. Chomsky and Halle (1968).



Model Substitutions

Initial

/14/ p 16
t143 (h 1, k

k 23 (t 2, g 1,
st 1)

b 60 (t 1, p 3,

d 1, ill)

d 32 (t 5, 4)

g 24 (1) 2, d 1,

/s/ s 14

/1/ (1 2)

/s/
ILI
/f/ f 1T (t 1)

/v/

k 1)

INIMIMMI.M11
(t 1, 8 1)

-13-

tables

Intervocalic

P 5 ( 111)

t 14 (0 2, y 1,
x 1,.k 1)

k 39 (0 2, g 1,
kx 1, t 1, 1)

b 4

0 22, d 14 (t 3)INOM

Final

p 5 (0 2)

t 55, 0 33 (k 1, d 1)

k 13 (0 3)

(b 2, bp 1, t 1)

d 10 (0 4, t 3)
g 4

s 15 s 22 (0 2)
(1 1)

z 4, 3 (0 1) z 14 (11 1, 0 3, s T)101111111.M 1
(f 2, w 1) (ti 1, 0 1)
(v 1, p 1, vf 1, (d 1, b 2, p 1)

b 1)

( 1)

d 96, 6 10 (0 11, ( 6 1)

(t 5, y 1, 1)

/mi a 31 m 21
/n/ n 16 n 14 (t 1)

bg -------------_ ( q 2)

/1/ 1 8.(v 2) 1 6 (0 3)
/r/ r 12 (w 2, y 1, r 3, w 3 (y 1,

0 1) t 1, 0 1)

/C/ t 4 (b 2)

11/ 3 14 (d 1) 1111111MAIONINIMMII111

th/ h 23 (0 2; t 1) h 6

/7/ 3 (0 1) (7 1)

/14 w 19 (0 3, p 1, v 6
y 1)

T (n 1)
n 46 ( 0 1, d 1, ri)0 2)
0 22, n 3 (0 2)

0 14, v 5 (1 3, d 1)
19, 0 15 (w 1)

(ve 1)INININ1

111.0.1

Tible 1. Mackie: Consonant Substitutions
Phones in parentheses are less significant because of their
small number of occurances.



;coition

initial
medial
final

correct incorrect omissions # of tokens

88.8% .

83.4%

64.5%

11.2% 0.0%
12.1% 14.4%

5.1% 30.4

223
91*
138

Table 2. Mackie: Sla. Consonants .

* There vere actually 26 omissions in medial position. Only

four are considered in this data, as the other 22 occured in
pronunciations of the vord "daddy". Of those 22, 21 are one-

syllible renditions (typically transcribed as (day]) vhich prob-

ably represent a a residue pronunciation from an earlier stage.
The one additional occurance is probably two syllables long
((da:iy]); and there are three occurances vhich do show a dental

stop in medial position. Heckle is prObsbly Just beginning
to "correct" his pionunciation of this residue word to fit into

his system.

alone

first element
second element

e a (g) (1,-3 o
e g a 0 0

ii a 0 0

Table 3. Hildegard: Vovel Distribution

simple vowels
/if bail 'me', (bi] 'peas'

/t/ (hi] 'here', NO 'big'
/e/ (he] 'hang', [we] 'wee

/a/ (ma] 'come on', (na] 'now'

(no.) 'man', Dablak] 'sandbox'

/3/ (do] 'gone', (no] 'no'
/o/ (do] 'cold', (bo] 'blow'

/u/ Nu] 'put', (auk] 'coat'
/u/ (du] 'do', Nu] 'spoon'

/./ (dike] 'chicken', (We] 'away'

long vovels
/aa/ [hat.] 'Haar'

Po/ (10:k]

/oo/ [do.i] 'Joey'

/un/ jmud 'moo'

Table 4. Hildegard: Vovel Nuclei

u U
u U

U

diphthongs
/is/ -Niel

/ea/ [bee.]

/es/ [nee]

ht / Pi

k a/ [be a]

/et/ [tin)

/ad [la,
/au/ (tux)

/ (Ibt

/01/ (noii)

/0 1/ (do

/ NIA

'pillow'
'pail'
Inehrl

] 'airplane'

'bear'

'eye'

'au!'

'out'

'boy'

'noise'

',tone'

'pudding'



Phoneme Initial

b-
t-

d-
g_

7-

Medial

[bvi(Y1 2/10j)] ;

);

- t-

- a-

-g
4. a

[aViyi ;

- [ 211 ; -a-.

3. -J-Ity1 'V -1-

Table 5. Ni...ft: onsonant ,Phonoloa

phocitic phonemic, sloss

?a

?a?a
?a. i

?a&

?a ni

?at"'

?a& l
ta

?ale
?ap
?apa
?apu
?ati

?atobi
?au

?aux
?auto

ga
gan
gaga
gaai
1111

gat ni
gat -

ga I
a ta
gale
gap

gal*
gapu
gati
gatopio

gau
gauh
gauto

all
on
(G. nurs. vd.)
alley
eil;egg;eye;I
ironing
eins

highchair
alle
up
apple
open
ice-creas
automdbile
aul

auf;ans;out

auto

Table 6. Hildegard: Vbcabulari

phonetic,

?eau
ba
baba
babi
bat

bat bat
bat k
bat t
bak
bake
balu
bal
bati

bau

bauk'
bea
bea

phonemic

gava&

ba
bapa
bapi
bat
bat pa

bai g
bei t

bag
bak
baju
bal
bati

ban

bauk
bea
bta

la2.41111

allright
piano

PaPa
bobby-pin
buga
bye-bye
bike
bite
block ;box
backe
bottle
brush
button
ball ;bauen ;

.bell; Bata
Bauch
pail
Bar ;bear



apapal phonemic, Lloss phonetic phonemic; gloss,

bebi bepi baby .dok dog
bek beg bake dot dod
bake bake bacon doti doti

bei beg bthe du du
bet' bet Bett duko duko

01 bi peis dug dug

ix bt bie ?etpi geipi

kis

111 .

bia pillov;spiel(en) ?ek geg

piece;please ?Et'big get

lit bid pick ?ewe gawe

tte bite bitte gaga kaka

bitl bil beads;beach;Brief gek kag

bo bo blow ha: haa

boi bot boy ha han

bok bog bug hat hai

bok' bok broken;book hail hail

bot' bot boot;boat;Brot hatt' hatt

bu bu balloon;spoon haita hatta
bu bu put haja haja
bubu bupu paper hat had

but but pudding hat' hat

bul bug push haudlu hauEu

but' but kaputt haux holuh

da da cover;da;dovn; haul haul

trag(en) he he

dada dada thank you;danke hea hea

dadi dadl stocking;Nackedei ht tt

da l deal candy ha ho

clan daai dolly hoti hoti

dalt dai cry;drei;dry hu hu

dak dag . duck ?la gie

dal dal crash;dress ?it' glt

dal Katzuscratch ja ja

dat' dat forgot jabak japak

dau dau towel jai jai

die dla dear jalut jalud

dik . dig drink;stick jojo jojo
dike dike chicken jok'Iok lok

dil di l kisv ma

di t di d this ma
dita dita there's a... mat

do do .cold;txmib;docr;, mama

go;throw mai

do do gone maul

dodo dodo Dodo me7a

do°1 dool Joey Ma
doti doti stone mek

Table 6, cont.

Ma

ma
mat

mane

mai

maul

Tega

moo
meg

toast
coat;don't
doggie
do;too
dunkel
juice

airplane
egg
in

away

cracker
cake

Haar
hand
high;ride
heiss

light
Hildegard
Helen
hot

hat
handschuh;Taschentuch
soap
house
hang(en)

hair
here;hier
home
hottay(horsey)
room
ear
eat
Ja
sandbox
lie;slidepaite
sun-suit

\
hello
Loch
come on
man
mine;money
mama
much
mouse;mouth
Mary Alice
mehr
make



phonetic
MOM
mi

mi?au

K it

mit!

mu:

ha
hat I
hat t I
nal
nat
n

k

no

no°

no
nojo it
noi
nu
nuk
Ow"

io
?ot no
p k

p 1 kehr

p kb .

t
Pu
lu
lug
to
fit. ta
titi

phonemic gloss
mene Marion.
mi me
migau *ow (for cat)
m g milk
mit meat

mob (for cow)
flow
niee
night
1111313

not

knee

neck
no
naughty
noise
New fork
ntse
neu

coat

Grandpa
oil
Onkel
picks!

peek-a-boo

muu
na

nag
next

nag

nad

ni

nig

no

nool

nolg

nojwk
nog

nu
nug

080/4

gotjo
gotno
p4k
pikepu

pikp

t

pu.

gu

gut .

to

tt to
titi

Table 6, cont.

pretty
poor;p0oh
shoe
zu
train
tick -tock

sticky

-22-

phonetic
tutü
tu

tugbai .

tutig

?utg
wat
we* t
wa I u

wal
wevti

WOW

wau

wauwau
wauwi

itirmic gloss
choo-choo
through;tvo
toothbrush
cookie(s)

Fuss
fly;zwei

right
water
wash;vatch*

Milwaukee
flower
Frau
Wauvau (G. nurs.

Milwaukee

tu

tugbag

tutli
pa
win
watt

walu
wag
waati
wau
WW.1

wauwau
wauw

["phonetic &semantic interference
from 'vay', 'away', 'far away'"]

WO vay;where
weak up
wet
wait
(G. nurs. vd.)

feed;read;three
rug
wheel
feet

fix
Fritzchen
Rita

wo wo fall;roll

wo:k wook fork

wok wok walk
wokebebi wokepepi rock-a-bye baby

wog wog Florence

we
wek ?ap
wet

wet'

wewe

w

WI

w i

w4 t '
t'
t

wi wi

weg gap
wed

wet
WOWS
w I

WI

w a
w t
wt t

t
wiwi
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